KRT Perfect Personal Energy System
USER’S GUIDE
Each PPE Set consists of KRT Coils, Action Capsules, Activators, and a Program Tube:
1. KRT Coils: Composed of not one spiral but two, the KRT Coil is a passive
energy pump that adds natural resonance wherever it is placed,
spontaneously creating a double helix of clockwise and counterclockwise
energy and a scalar field. Based on Nikola Tesla's 1894 bifilar coil patent,
these coils are ideal for use as:








Chakra Activators: Stimulate the flow of natural energy to the body by placing a KRT
Coil directly on or under any chakra that needs increased flow. The KRT Coil can be
placed on the front or back of the body.
Clearing Blockages: In many cases physical pain may be correlated with an energy
blockage. Hold the KRT Coil directly on the spot of aches or pains to help clear energetic
blockages in these locations.
Energy Resonators: Increase the energetic resonance of food, beverages, crystals,
affirmations, sacred objects, and any other pattern of information. Simply put the object
or idea of interest atop the KRT Coil.
Pocket Dowsers: KRT Coils are directly derived from the famous KRT Perfect Spiral
Antenna, used as the reaction plate/antenna with our live-signal radionic instruments.
To dowse with a KRT Coil, simply rub a dry fingertip across the smooth surface of the
coil inside the Action Capsule while focusing on the question at hand:
o A “stick” or feeling of resistance indicates a “yes”.
o A smooth surface indicates a “no”.

2. Action Capsules: The crystal-clear acrylic cases that house the KRT Coils
may be used to store reagents that you want to broadcast, such as herbs,
vitamins, essential oils, chemicals, written intentions, symbols, and so on.
Action capsules can also be used to store and utilize witnesses/samples for
the target you wish to impact with your broadcast, including photographs,
hair, saliva, or signatures.
3. Perfect Personal Energy Activators: Each PPE set includes 12 Action Capsules
containing either a PPE Coin or glass Color Beads.




PPE Coins: All PPE Coins are made of electronics-grade fiberglass with
symbols rendered in pure gold with a copper substrate on top, plus a gold
and copper disk on the bottom to serve as a simple orgone accumulator.
Select PPE Coins with the appropriate words or using your knowledge of
symbols, or simply dowse to choose the most useful items.
Crystal Color Beads: Crystal Color Beads are fire-polished, pressed
glass seed beads from the Czech Republic. Select them using your knowledge of color
therapy or simply by dowsing for appropriateness.

4. Program Tubes: Program tubes provide an easy way to store and transport your PPE set
when not in use, however their main role is to deliver perfect alignment when building a
Perfect Personal Energy Program using a mix of KRT Coils, Action Capsules, and PPE
Activators. Simply stack the desired elements inside the Program Tube!

BUILD A PPE PROGRAM
Perfect Personal Energy Programs are built by stacking up a vertical column of KRT
Coils, Action Capsules, and Activators, on the tabletop or inside a Program Tube.
1. Start with the Pump: Place a KRT Coil on the tabletop or in the bottom of the

Program Tube with the spiral facing up.
2. Add a Witness: Place the witness atop the KRT Coil on the tabletop or in the tube.
A witness is any representation of the plant(s) or animal(s) to which the program will be
directed. Examples include photographs, hair, saliva, or a written signature from the
individual or group. With photographs, be sure the subject is the only living element in the
photo, as all creatures shown will be affected. To eliminate the possibility of contamination,
place the witness inside an Action Capsule.
3. Add Intentions: Intentions are the outcomes or results you wish to manifest. Place

intentions atop the Witness.
Intentions can be detailed written statements or combinations of PPE Activators such as
“Start” and “Heal”, “Max” and “Prosperity”, or “Grow” and “Love”. For written statements,
be clear, concise, and use positive language.
4. Add Reagents:

A reagent is a physical compound, symbol, or item that adds
resonance to your intentions. Place smaller reagents inside Actions Capsules and
place atop the Intentions. Larger items can simply be added to the top of the stack.
Examples of reagents include herbs, vitamins, essential oils, chemicals, gems/minerals,
symbols, homeopathic remedies, money, and colors. These might include other PPE
Activators. Smaller items can be placed inside Action Capsules to avoid contamination.

5. Add An Additional Pump:

If desired, an additional KRT Coil may be added to the
middle or top of the Program for additional energy pumping power.
LIVE-SIGNAL RADIONIC INSTRUMENTS

If you have access to a radionic instrument, the entire Program Tube may be placed in
the sample well for analysis, broadcasting, or imprinting into other materials.
Analysis: On KRT and other two-dial instruments, you can test the impact of the
Program on General Vitality or a particular part of the plant or animal’s energy field by
setting the instrument to 9.00-49.00 (GV) or the specific rate. Simply take an Intensity
reading of the target with the witness in the well, then add the Program Tube to the
well and recheck Intensity. If Intensity goes up, the Program is beneficial to the target.
Broadcasting: Set one rate bank to “0.00-100.00” for an overall broadcast to the
target, or set a specific rate to direct the Program to a particular part of the plant or
animal. Turn on the amp, check for time, and verify appropriateness of the broadcast.
Potentizing: KRT Coils, PPE Coins, and PPE Colors are all made from high purity silica
fiberglass or glass beads and are excellent substrates for holding an energy imprint.
Follow the instructions for your instrument to potentize any KRT Coil or PPE element
with your favorite mix of rates, reagents, and/or other PPE Programs, so you can carry
those energy patterns with you wherever you go!

